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ABSTRACT
Software engineering practitioners often spend significant amount of time and effort to debug. To help practitioners perform this crucial task, hundreds of papers have proposed various fault localization techniques. Fault localization helps practitioners to find the location of a defect given its symptoms (e.g., program failures). These localization techniques have pinpointed the locations of bugs of various systems of diverse sizes, with varying degrees of success, and for various usage scenarios. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether practitioners appreciate this line of research. To fill this gap, we performed an empirical study by surveying 386 practitioners from more than 30 countries across 5 continents about their expectations of research in fault localization. In particular, we investigated a number of factors that impact practitioners’ willingness to adopt a fault localization technique. We then compared what practitioners need and the current state-of-research by performing a literature review of papers on fault localization techniques published in ICSE, FSE, ESEC-FSE, ISSTA, TSE, and TOSEM in the last 5 years (2011-2015). From this comparison, we highlight the directions where researchers need to put effort to develop fault localization techniques that matter to practitioners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software bugs can have profound consequences across various sectors of the economy. A study by U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology estimated that 59.5 billion dollars are lost due to software bugs annually [46]. Finding and fixing defect requires practitioners to put in significant amount of time and effort. To reduce practitioner workload, literally hundreds of papers have presented various techniques to pinpoint the locations of bugs given its symptoms, e.g., [17,19,41,55,56,57,60]. These techniques consider different usage scenarios, are evaluated on programs of varying sizes, and achieve different levels of success, which in turn is measured in different ways.

Despite numerous studies on fault localization, unfortunately, few studies have investigated the expectations of practitioners on research in fault localization. It is unclear whether practitioners appreciate this line of research. Even if they do, it is unclear whether they would adopt fault localization techniques, what factors affect their decisions to adopt, and what are their minimum thresholds for adoption. Practitioners’ perspective is important to help guide software engineering researchers to create solutions that matter to our “clients”.

To gain insights into practitioners’ expectations on fault localization, we surveyed thousands of practitioners from various companies spread across the globe and obtained 386 responses. To get these thousands of practitioners, we sent emails to our contacts in IT industry (Microsoft, Google, Cisco, LinkedIn, ABB, Box.com, Huawei, Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services and many other small to large IT companies in various countries) to disseminate our survey form to their colleagues. We also sent emails to practitioners contributing to open source projects hosted on GitHub. In our survey, we first collected demographic information from respondents, e.g., whether they are professional software engineers, whether they have contributed to open source projects, their experience level, their job roles, their English proficiency level, and their country of residence. Next, we gave a brief overview of research in fault localization, and asked our respondents about their views of the importance of this research area. We allowed respondents to answer “I don’t understand” to filter out those with insufficient background knowledge. Next, we investigated practitioners’ willingness to adopt fault localization techniques, and their thresholds for adoption measured in terms of various factors: debugging data availability, granularity level, success criterion, success rate, scalability, efficiency, ability to provide rationale, and IDE integration.

After the survey, we performed a literature review. We

1Well-known papers on fault localization techniques, e.g., [17,38,58], have received hundreds of citations mostly by papers proposing more recent techniques.
went through papers published in ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE), Joint Meeting of the European Software Engineering Conference and the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on Foundations of Software Engineering (ESEC-FSE), ACM International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (ISSTA), IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE), and ACM Transactions on Software Engineering Methodology (TOSEM) in the last 5 years and identified those that proposed fault localization techniques. We then compared the techniques proposed in the papers against the criteria that practitioners have for adoption.

We investigated the following research questions in our survey and literature review:

- **RQ1** Do practitioners value research on fault localization?
- **RQ2** What debugging data are available to practitioners during their debugging sessions?
- **RQ3** Which granularity levels (e.g., components, classes, methods, basic blocks, statements) should a fault localization technique work on?
- **RQ4** When would a practitioner view a fault localization technique to be successful in localizing bugs?
- **RQ5** How trustworthy (reliable) must a fault localization technique be before a practitioner will consider its adoption?
- **RQ6** How scalable must a fault localization technique be before a practitioner will consider its adoption?
- **RQ7** How efficient must a fault localization technique be before a practitioner will consider its adoption?
- **RQ8** Will a practitioner adopt a trustworthy, scalable, and efficient fault localization technique?
- **RQ9** What additional criteria aside from trustworthiness, scalability, and efficiency of debugging data and preferred granularity level in RQ2 and RQ3. Prior studies have considered a variety of data and focused on different granularity levels. Unfortunately, none has checked with practitioners whether they are available or preferred. In **RQ4** and **RQ5**, we considered success criterion and success rate (i.e., the proportion of time the success criterion is met) since they were measured in various ways to evaluate past fault localization techniques. We considered scalability in **RQ6** due to a recent shift in fault localization studies that analyze larger programs, beyond those in Siemens suite [13]. We considered efficiency, i.e., the amount of time a technique takes to produce results, in **RQ7**, since it is often used as a criterion to evaluate program analysis tools (e.g., [42]). We considered **RQ8** to understand the willingness of practitioners to adopt a tool which satisfies a set of desirable properties. We investigated additional criteria aside from trustworthiness, scalability, and efficiency in **RQ9**. We considered **RQ10** to evaluate the extent current state-of-research matches practitioners’ expectations.

Our research is meant to stimulate researchers to consider the needs of practitioners to continue in the development of better fault localization techniques that can eventually result in high adoption and satisfaction rate. The following is our list of contributions:

1. We surveyed 386 practitioners from more than 30 countries to answer 9 important research questions that shed light on practitioners’ expectations, which include their views on importance of fault localization and their thresholds and reasons for adopting or not adopting such techniques.

2. We performed a literature review of papers published in ICSE, FSE, ESEC-FSE, ISSTA, TSE, and TOSEM in the last 5 years, compared the current state-of-research with what practitioners want, and highlight what can be done next to meet our “client”’s needs and demands.

The structure for the remainder of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the methodology of our study in detail. In Section 3, we present findings from our survey which answer the first 9 research questions. In Section 4, we highlight findings from our literature review which answer the last research question. In Section 5, we discuss implications of our findings and limitations of our study. We discuss related studies in Section 6. We conclude and mention future work in Section 7.

## 2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Our study consists of two parts: practitioner survey and literature review. We first conducted a survey and then performed a literature review. The goal of the first part is to assess practitioners’ expectations on fault localization which include their thresholds for adoption, while the second part analyzes whether and to what extent current state-of-research has satisfied practitioners’ needs and demands. We present the methodologies we follow for our practitioner survey in Section 2.1 while Section 2.2 elaborates the steps performed in the literature review.

### 2.1 Practitioner Survey

#### 2.1.1 Respondent Recruitment

Our goal is to get a sufficient number of practitioners from diverse backgrounds. We followed a multi-pronged strategy to get respondents:

- First, we contacted professionals from various countries and IT companies and asked their help to disseminate our survey within their organizations. We sent emails to our contacts in Microsoft, Google, Cisco, LinkedIn, ABB, Box.com, Huawei, Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services and many other small to large companies in various countries to fill up the survey and disseminate it to some of their colleagues. By following this strategy we can get respondents from diverse organizations.

- Second, we sent emails to 3,300 practitioners contributing to open source projects on GitHub, out of which around 150 were not delivered, and around 50 emails received automatic replies notifying the receiver’s absence. By sending to GitHub developers we get respondents who are open source practitioners in addition to professionals working in industry.
We included practitioners working on open source and closed source projects, those working in small as well as large organizations, and those from different nationalities across the globe. A similar methodology of collecting responses through contacts in industry has been used in previous studies, e.g., [50].

2.1.2 Survey Design

We collected the following pieces of information.

Demographics:
- **Professional software engineer**: Yes / No
- **Involvement in open source development**: Yes / No
- **Role**: Software development / Software testing / Project management / Other (Pick all that apply)
- **Experience in years** (decimal value)
- **English proficiency**: Very good / Good / Mediocre / Poor / Very poor (Pick one)
- **Current country of residence**

The demographic information is used to: 1) filter respondents who may not understand our survey (i.e., respondents with less relevant job roles, respondents with poor/very poor English proficiency), 2) break down results by groups (e.g., by roles, by experience levels, etc.).

Practitioners’ Expectations:

**Importance.** We provided respondents a brief description of research in fault localization and asked them how they perceive the importance of such line of research. We described fault localization as an approach that generates a ranked list of suspicious program locations given debugging data (e.g., a crash or a program failure). We asked respondents to pick one of the following ratings: “Essential”, “Worthwhile”, “Unimportant”, “Unwise”, and “I don’t understand”. The ratings are the same as those used in prior studies by Begel and Zimmermann [6] and Lo et al. [27]. We included the category “I don’t understand” to filter respondents who do not understand our brief description. For respondents who selected “Unimportant” or “Unwise”, we asked why they think research in fault localization is unimportant/unwise. They may or may not provide answers to this optional question.

**Adoption.** Next, we asked respondents factors that affect their likelihood to adopt a fault localization technique. We elicited the following pieces of information:
- **Availability of debugging data**: mathematical specification, textual specification, one failing test case, multiple failing test cases, passing test cases, textual description of a defect. (Options: All the time, sometimes, rarely, never)
- **Preferred granularity levels**: pinpoint buggy components, pinpoint buggy classes, pinpoint buggy methods, pinpoint buggy basic blocks, pinpoint buggy statements (Pick all that apply)
- **Minimum success criteria**: Top 1 / Top 5 / Top 10 / Top 50 / Other (Pick one)
- **Minimum success rate**: at least 5% / 20% / 50% / 75% / 90% / Other (Pick one)
- **Minimum scalability**: Programs of size 1-100 / 1-1,000 / 1-10,000 / 1-100,000 / 1-1,000,000 lines of code (LOC) / Other (Pick one)

2 A buggy program element exists in the top 1 position of a ranked list returned by a fault localization technique.

- **Minimum efficiency**: Return result in less than 1 second / 1 minute / 30 minutes / 1 hour / 1 day / Other (Pick one)

We then asked respondents whether they will adopt a fault localization technique which is trustworthy (i.e., satisfies a minimum success rate), scalable, and efficient. If a respondent answered “No”, we asked the respondent his/her reason to not adopt such a technique. The respondent may or may not answer this optional question.

Next, we asked respondents to indicate their level of agreement (disagreement) with the following statements:
- A fault localization technique must provide a rationale why some program locations are marked as suspicious. (Options: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree)
- I will still adopt an efficient, scalable, and trustworthy fault localization technique, even if it cannot provide rationales. (Options: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree)
- A fault localization technique must be integrated well to my favourite IDE. (Options: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree)
- I will still adopt an efficient, scalable, and trustworthy fault localization technique, even if it is not integrated well to my favorite IDE. (Options: Strongly agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly disagree)

We considered the above statements to validate the observations that “more context [is] needed” for debugging and there is a need for a “complete ecosystem for debugging” [31]. If a respondent chose “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree” for either the second or fourth statement above, we asked their reasons to disagree. A respondent may or may not answer these optional questions.

At the end of the survey, we allowed respondents to provide free-text comments, suggestions, and opinions about fault localization and our survey. A respondent may or may not provide any final comment.

To support respondents from China, we translated our survey to Chinese before distributing it to them. We chose to make our survey available in Chinese and English as the earlier is the most spoken language and the latter is an international lingua franca. A large number of our survey recipients are expected to be fluent in one of these two languages. Moreover, prior to sending our survey to a large number of potential respondents, we asked a few practitioners that we know to take a preliminary version of our survey and give comments. They found that overall the survey was easy to understand and gave some feedback to improve it further. We made some minor modifications to the survey based on their feedback. We discarded responses that we received from these pilot respondents. The full text of this survey is publicly available [1].

2.1.3 Data Analysis

Based on our survey responses, we set out to answer the first 9 research questions described in Section 1. We plotted practitioners’ responses as charts and used them to answer the research questions. Considering different factors (e.g., trustworthiness, scalability, etc.), we identified thresholds to achieve 50%, 75%, and 90% satisfaction rates (i.e., 50%, 75%, and 90% of respondents are happy with a fault localization technique if the thresholds are met). Moreover, we
summarized respondents’ reasons for their unwillingness to adopt and their final comments.

2.2 Literature Review

We went through full research papers published in ICSE, FSE, ESEC-FSE, ISSTA, TSE, and TOSEM from 2011 to 2015. We have a total of 417, 255, 169, 350, and 137 ICSE, FSE/ESEC-FSE, ISSTA, TSE, and TOSEM papers to consider, respectively. We selected papers from the above conferences and journals as they are premier publication venues in software engineering research community and state-of-the-art latest findings are published in these conferences and journals.

We read the titles and abstracts of these papers and judged whether each of the papers proposes a new fault localization technique that can help practitioners pinpoint the root cause of a failure. We included papers on spectrum-based fault localization (e.g., [10]), information-retrieval-based fault localization (e.g., [60]), and specialized fault localization techniques (e.g., [29]). We excluded papers on automatic repair (e.g., [18, 29]), empirical study on debugging (e.g., [30]), theoretical analysis of existing debugging techniques (e.g., [53]), failure reproduction (e.g., [14]), debugging comprehension (e.g., [18, 39]), failure clustering (e.g., [12]), bug prediction (e.g., [37]), and bug detection (e.g., [30]). Debugging comprehension and failure clustering techniques do not produce a ranked list of potential buggy program locations. Bug prediction focuses on future bugs, while bug detection focuses on detecting unknown bugs that have not manifested as failures.

For each fault localization paper, we read its content and analyzed the capabilities of the proposed technique in terms of the following factors: debugging data required, granularity level, success rate, scalability, efficiency, ability to provide rationale, and IDE integration. We compared the capabilities of techniques proposed in the papers with practitioners’ thresholds for adoption. To check for IDE integration, we also searched if the authors publish any tool papers based on the original papers. If they do, we checked the contents of the tool papers (and accompanying videos, if any) too. We then identified discrepancies between the current state-of-research and practitioners’ needs and demands.

This study is a first cut in assessing the extent existing research studies match up to practitioners’ expectations. In-depth assessments and comparisons of success rate, efficiency or scalability require a more comprehensive and head-to-head evaluation of the techniques over a representative bug collection, which we leave as future work.

3. PRACTITIONERS’ EXPECTATIONS

We first highlight statistics of responses that we have received in Section 3.1 and then describe our findings that answer the first 9 research questions in Section 3.2. Finally, we highlight respondents’ final comments in Section 3.3.

3.1 Statistics of Responses Received

In total we received 403 responses. These responses were made by respondents from 33 countries across five continents – see Figure 1. The top two countries where the respondents reside are China and the United States.

We excluded 3 responses made by respondents who are neither professional software engineers nor open source developers, and whose job roles are neither software development, software testing, or project management. These respondents have the following roles: Linux operation and maintenance, business analyst, and cloud migration support. We also excluded 8 responses made by respondents who did not understand our description of fault localization (i.e., he/she chose the “I don’t understand” option). Moreover, we excluded 6 responses made by respondents who participated in the English version of our survey but indicated their English language proficiency level as “Poor” or “Very Poor”. At the end, we had a set of 386 responses.

Out of the 386 respondents, 80.83%, 30.05%, and 17.10% described software development, software testing, and project management as their job role respectively. Note the percentages do not add up to 100% since some respondents perform multiple roles (especially for respondents in small to medium sized companies, or from open-source projects). Based on their experience level, we grouped respondents into three categories: low, medium, high. We first sorted respondents based on their experience in years. Respondents in the bottom and top quartile were put in the low and high categories respectively, while the others were put in the medium category. Out of the 386 respondents, 78.13% and 44.24% are professional and open-source software developers, respectively. Note that the percentages do not add up to 100% since some respondents are both professional and open-source software developers.

3.2 Findings

RQ1: Importance of Fault Localization. Figure 2 shows the percentages of ratings of various categories (i.e., Essential, Worthwhile, Unimportant, Unwise) given by respondents from the following demographic groups:

- All respondents (All)
- Respondents with software development role (Dev)
- Respondents with software testing role (Test)
- Respondents with project management role (PM)
- Respondents with low experience (ExpLow)
- Respondents with medium experience (ExpMed)
- Respondents with high experience (ExpHigh)
- Respondents who are open source practitioners (OS)
- Respondents who are professional software engineers (Prof)

From Figure 2, we can notice that most respondents gave “Essential” and “Worthwhile” ratings. Only a minority gave “Unimportant” and “Unwise” ratings (less than 10%) across all demographic groups. Around 20-35% of respondents across demographic groups rated fault localization as an “Essential” research topic.

We notice that testers value fault localization techniques slightly more than developers and project managers (less
percentage of testers marked fault localization as “Unimportant” or “Unwise”). To check whether this difference is statistically significant, we performed the Fisher’s exact test \[9\] and found no significant difference (p-value = 0.265).

As experience level increases, less percentage of respondents view fault localization as “Essential”. We can especially notice a sharp drop in the percentage of respondents rating fault localization as “Essential” between ExpMed and ExpHigh groups. Again, we performed the Fisher’s exact test and this time we find that the difference is statistically significant (p-value = 0.014). We also performed the Spearman correlation test \[43\] and found that there is a significant (p-value = 0.007) yet small negative correlation (\(\rho = -0.14\)) between experience (in years) and ratings (mapped to a value between 1 (“Unwise”) to 4 (“Essential”)). These results suggest that more experienced developers perceive fault localization to be less “Essential” than less experienced ones.

For respondents who rated “Unimportant” and “Unwise”, some of them described their reasons, as follows:

- Disbelief that fault localization techniques can deal with difficult bugs, e.g.,
  - “Hairy bugs hide in interaction between various components and I don’t think automated tools help much. I’m well aware of what static analysis can do and very few hard bugs would be solved with it.”
  - “My opinion is scoped by the web development, but still: different frameworks, different technologies and for each one you’ll need to adapt your potential tool to solve specific bugs…”
- Disbelief that fault localization techniques can provide rationale, e.g.,
  - “I doubt any automated software can explain the reason for things such as broken backwards compatibility, unclear documentation, what really should happen etc. They require human analysis.”
- Belief that the status quo is good enough, e.g.,
  - “… And even if you will succeed, I don’t think personally I would pay for it, because for my cases usual stack trace is over than enough.”

Most respondents indicated that mathematical specifications are rarely or never available. Textual specifications are more common with almost 70% of the respondents indicated that they are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.

Test cases are more commonly available than specifications. More than 70% of the respondents mentioned that these debugging data are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.

Bug reports are also commonly available with close to 80% of the respondents mentioned that they are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.

RQ2: Availability of Debugging Data. Figure 3 shows practitioners’ feedback on availability of different debugging data, which were assumed to be available by prior fault localization studies: specification (e.g., \[11\]), single failing test case (e.g., \[35\]), multiple failing test cases (e.g., \[6\]), passing test cases (e.g., \[8\]), and bug reports (e.g., \[60\]). The following are our findings:

- Most respondents indicated that mathematical specifications are rarely or never available. Textual specifications are more common with almost 70% of the respondents indicated that they are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.
- Test cases are more commonly available than specifications. More than 70% of the respondents mentioned that these debugging data are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.
- Bug reports are also commonly available with close to 80% of the respondents mentioned that they are available “all the time” or “sometimes”.

RQ3: Preferred Granularity Level. Different fault localization techniques pinpoint bugs at different granularity levels, e.g., class (file) \[60\], method \[54\], basic block \[28\], statement \[17\]. Figure 4 shows practitioners’ preferred granularity levels. Note that the percentages do not add up to 100% since a respondent can indicate more than one preferred granularity level. We notice that the top-3 preferred granularity levels are: method, statement, and block, respectively. There is no clear winner among these three granularity levels, with method being slightly preferred by practitioners. Class and component are too coarse granularity levels to many respondents. A technique that can pinpoint the right buggy component or class may still require practitioners to manually check a large chunk of code.

![Figure 2: Importance of Fault Localization Research to Respondents of Various Demographic Groups](image)

![Figure 3: Availability of Debugging Data to Practitioners](image)

![Figure 4: Percentages of Respondents Specifying Various Preferred Granularity Levels](image)
**RQ4: Minimum Success Criterion.** Fault localization techniques return a list of suspicious program elements. If buggy program elements appear at the end of a long list, practitioners may be better off doing manual debugging. Figure 5 shows percentages of respondents with their minimum success criteria. Around 9 percent of respondents did not consider a fault localization session that requires him/her to inspect more than one program element to find a bug as successful. The threshold was 5 program elements for 73.58% of the respondents. Moreover, almost all respondents (close to 98%) agreed that inspecting more than ten program elements is beyond their acceptability level.

![Figure 5: Percentage of Respondents Specifying Various Minimum Success Criteria](image)

**RQ5: Trustworthiness.** Intuitively, a technique that is unsuccessful most of the time will be considered as untrustworthy (unreliable) and is less likely to be used. Figure 6 shows the percentages of respondents who were satisfied with different success rates. A very small proportion of respondents can tolerate a fault localization technique that is only successful 5% of the time. Around twelve percent of respondents were satisfied with a technique that has a 20% success rate. To achieve a satisfaction rate of 50%, 75%, and 90%, a fault localization technique needs to be successful 50%, 75%, and 90% of the time, respectively.

![Figure 6: Minimum Success Rate vs. Satisfaction Rate](image)

**RQ6: Scalability.** Figure 7 shows the minimum program sizes that fault localization techniques need to support before practitioners consider them useful. To achieve a satisfaction rate of 50%, 75%, and 90%, a fault localization technique needs to be scalable enough to deal with programs of size 10,000 LOC, 100,000 LOC, and 1,000,000 LOC, respectively.

![Figure 7: Minimum Program Size vs. Satisfaction Rate](image)

**RQ7: Efficiency.** Figure 8 shows the maximum amount of time practitioners are willing to wait for a fault localization technique to provide a recommendation. Few respondents were willing to wait more than an hour for a fault localization technique to do its job (less than 9%). To achieve a satisfaction rate of at least 50%, a fault localization technique needs to finish its computation in less than a minute. This efficiency threshold satisfied more than 90% of the respondents.

![Figure 8: Maximum Runtime vs. Satisfaction Rate](image)

**RQ8: Willingness to Adopt.** We find that almost all the respondents (except less than 2 percent) were willing to adopt a trustworthy, scalable, and efficient fault localization technique. The main reasons why some of the respondents were still unwilling to adopt are as follows:

- **Resistance to change**
  - “Since I already have one and to use another would require training time and time to get used to it”
  - “I would probably prefer traditional breakpoint / single stepping debugging watching what the program does. This of course depends on the kind of bugs. If it could find difficult to locate bugs”

- **More information needed**
  - “would it be open source? Would it work with my main programming language? Would it work with distributed environments? These are important aspects and I cannot commit to adoption without the answers.”

- **Disbelief of possibility of success**
  - “I don’t think you can do it.”

**RQ9: Other Factors.** After asking respondent willingness to adopt a trustworthy, scalable, and efficient fault localization technique, we ask about two additional factors: ability...
to provide rationale and IDE integration. We provided practitioners with four statements (listed in Section 2.1.2) and asked respondents to indicate their levels of agreement or disagreement with the statements. Figure 9 shows respondents’ agreement levels for the four statements.

From the figure, we find that more than 85% of our respondents strongly agreed or agreed that ability to provide rationale is important. Adoption rate reduces for fault localization techniques that cannot provide rationale – more than 15% disagreed or strongly disagreed that they will still use a trustworthy, scalable, and efficient fault localization technique if it cannot provide rationale why some program locations are marked as suspicious, and many were on the fence (around 40% chose “Neutral”). Reasons why they chose not to adopt (i.e., they picked “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”) include:

- Lack of trust due to possibilities of false positives
  - “False positives are worst than false negatives in my opinion. That is, if the tool tells me where the bug is but that’s not actually true, that annoys me greatly.”
  - “I need to know why the debugger considers code faulty, otherwise I will consider it a false positive and ignore. Not providing a rationale also means I have to investigate code that might be a false positive, which is a waste of my time.”
  - “Software development is all about logic. Debugging is done logically and rationally. Therefore any tool should facilitate in the rational thinking of the developer and not intuitive thinking”

- Rationale is needed for bug fixing and code quality improvement
  - “Because to make a decisions about bug fixing I want to exactly know why the automated tool “thinks” that the code have a bug.”
  - “... I would also need to provide the fix, so I feel some rationale would also help with that.”
  - “Rationale gives understanding which will help in improving the code quality for future”

- Rationale is needed to incorporate practitioners’ own domain knowledge
  - “So that I can filter the results through my own knowledge ...”

Furthermore, we find that IDE integration is less important than ability to provide rationale – only less than 65% agreed or strongly agreed that IDE integration is necessary. Without IDE integration, adoption rate is likely to reduce (albeit less substantially than when rationale is not provided) – more than 3% disagreed or strongly disagreed that they will still use a trustworthy, scalable, and efficient fault localization technique if it is not integrated to their favourite IDE, and many were on the fence (around 40% chose “Neutral”). Reasons why they chose not to adopt (i.e., they picked “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”) include:

- Extra steps are needed which affects debugging speed
  - “Testing is awkward and should be made as easy as possible. No integration means extra steps which means testing will be more cumbersome and hence less used.”
  - “debugging needs to be fast and efficient”

- Developers have a strong reliance on IDE

- “Currently Visual Studio 2013 provides all the tools required to build, test and deploy and application. It is not worthwhile attempting to use a different tool for debugging.”

- “IDE is our environment. If I can’t add something into my environment, it’s useless.”

- Developers refuse to change personal workflow for convenience reason
  - “If it doesn’t fit into my workflow, then it’s more trouble than it’s worth.”
  - “Personal habits, or feel inconvenient.”
  - “Convenience.”

### Figure 9: Other Factors Affecting Adoption

3.3 Respondents’ Final Comments

Some respondents provided additional comments and suggestions:

- Integration with continuous integration tool would be a plus
  - “I would be interested in running an automated debugging tool as part of continuous integration, so that rather than the test just failing, it gives a report on what the likely cause of the problem is.”
  - “Would be nice if it will be pluggable to the build systems such as Gradle, Maven, SBT, etc. For example, auto-run after failed test on the CI.”
  - “… Can I also run it offline i.e. CLI, CI server, via SonarQube or SonarGraph, etc.? …”

- Need to support multiple languages and workflows
  - “Should be able to run from cmd-line. Doesn’t need rational, just needs to give me suggestions of where to look at in the code with many objects interacting, it is sometimes hard to determine the cause. Should work with most programming languages.”
  - “A debugging or bug-finding tool should be easily integrable into other workflows. Portability and ability to be used with other tools is the most important characteristic for me when choosing the tools to integrate into a development process.”

- Extension of work to evaluate claim of bug existence is needed
  - “… Having an automated tool would be useful to not only locate the source of a bug, but to evaluate the original claim of a bugs existence. Having a tool automatically confirm a bug and perhaps where to look to fix it would easily convince a maintainer that this bug report is worth looking at. ...”
4. CURRENT STATE-OF-RESEARCH

At the end of our literature review process, we identified 2, 5, 3, 2, and 4 fault localization papers from ICSE, FSE/ESEC-FSE, ISSTA, TSE, and TOSEM, respectively. Jin and Orso presented their technique F3 in ISSTA 2013[15] and TOSEM 2015[16]. In this study, we considered the journal version. Table 1 shows the capabilities of state-of-the-art fault localization techniques in terms of seven factors.

**Debugging Data:** From Table 1 we notice most of the papers use test cases as debugging data, followed by bug reports. From Section 3 we find that most of the respondents mention that these data are available “all the time” or “sometimes” during their debugging sessions. No paper relies on manually created specification as debugging data which are often unavailable. The work by Mariani et al. used automatically generated specifications to help automated debugging [29].

**Granularity Level:** From Table 1 we notice that only two papers (i.e., [24, 52]) work at method level granularity – which is the most preferred option. Most papers work at statement level granularity, which is the second most preferred option. There are several papers that work at class (file) level granularity which most respondents found to be too coarse-grained.

**Trustworthiness:** We analyzed the papers using the most popular success criterion indicated by our respondents, i.e., buggy program elements must appear in the top-5 positions (Top 5). Using this criterion, we read the papers and checked the success rates of the techniques proposed in them. By comparing a technique’s success rate with our survey results, we can derive a satisfaction rate. Our survey results point out that a fault localization technique with a success rate of 50%, 75%, and 90% satisfies at least 50%, 75%, and 90% of our respondents, respectively. From Table 1, we can note that none of the papers can satisfy at least 75% of our respondents. Five papers can satisfy at least 50% of our respondents. These papers are those that use bug reports as debugging data instead of test cases. Unfortunately, they work at a coarser level of granularity (i.e., class (file)) that is not preferred by a large majority of our respondents. We put some papers in category “?” since we cannot ascertain the success rates of the fault localization techniques presented in those papers.

**Scalability:** Our survey results point out that a fault localization technique that supports at least 1,000,000 LOC, 100,000 LOC, and 10,000 LOC satisfies at least 90%, 75%, and 50% of the respondents, respectively. Table 1 shows that 6 papers can satisfy at least 75% of our respondents, while 7 can satisfy at least 50% of our respondents. We put the work by Kim et al. [19] in category “?” since the paper does not mention the number of lines of code of programs used to evaluate their work (i.e., various components of Mozilla Firefox and Core programs).

**Efficiency:** Our survey results point out that a fault localization technique that can produce output in less than a minute satisfies at least 90% of the respondents. From Table 1 we find that 5 papers can satisfy at least 90% of our respondents. Some papers do not describe the runtime of their proposed techniques and thus we put them in the “?” category.

### Table 1: Capabilities of Current State-of-Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debugging Data</td>
<td>Test Cases</td>
<td>[16, 24, 35, 40, 52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bug Reports</td>
<td>[16, 19, 21, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>[24, 35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>[16, 19, 29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic Block</td>
<td>[19, 24, 40, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>[19, 40, 56, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success Rate</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>[16, 24, 35, 40, 44, 52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>[16, 24, 35, 40, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>[16, 24, 35, 40, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>[16, 24, 56, 59, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>[16, 24, 56, 59, 60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>[16, 24, 35, 40, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDE Integration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Provide Rationale:** Most fault localization techniques only highlight potentially buggy program elements. Practitioners can understand why these program elements are highlighted by reading the description of the heuristics employed by the techniques, e.g., they are highlighted because they are executed more often by failed test cases, but rarely or never by successful test cases (e.g., [5, 55]), they are highlighted because they contain contents that are textually similar to the content of the input bug report (e.g., [53, 60]), etc. Unfortunately, these basic rationales are not likely to be sufficient to help practitioners separate false positives from real bugs or fix bugs – c.f., [31].

We highlight two papers by Sun and Khou [14] and Mariani et al. [29] which go an extra mile. Both papers provide a graph-based structure that a practitioner can inspect to better understand why a program element is flagged as potentially buggy – which is referred to as a bug signature by Sun and Khou. However, since no user study has been conducted

5The technique proposed in the paper uses crash traces.
6The technique identifies faulty method invocations.
7Most likely its satisfaction rate is below 50%. The mean number of program elements to check to locate bugs is substantially larger than 5.
8Only relative evaluation scores are shown in the paper.
9The technique returns connected components containing method invocations. The size of each component is not reported.
10To some extent (see paragraph).
to evaluate the graph-based structures that are returned by these approaches, it is unclear whether these graph-based structures can help practitioners to debug better.

**IDE Integration:** None of the fault localization techniques proposed in the 15 papers that we have reviewed has been integrated into a popular IDE. We find that the work by Zhou et al. [69] has been integrated into Bugzilla by Thung et al. [77], however, Bugzilla is not an IDE. IDE integration requirement is expressed as one of the prerequisites for adoption by some of our survey respondents.

### 5. DISCUSSION

#### 5.1 Implications

**Large demand for fault localization solutions.** Devanbu et al. recommended disseminating empirical findings and giving attention to practitioner beliefs, in particular where results are preliminary [8]. Fault localization tools are currently research prototypes. Thus, participants may not have used them before. Our survey is a practical way to reach out to a large number of practitioners and get their feedback. It is similar to a requirement elicitation phase in a typical software project where a developer tries to understand client’s requirement (without a system being completed). Several studies have also tried to understand the adoption factors of tools in a similar way [50]. Our survey highlights the importance of research in fault localization. More than 97% marked this field of research as “Essential” or “Worthwhile”. Almost all respondents indicated that they are willing to adopt a fault localization technique that satisfies some criteria. To achieve 90% satisfaction rate, such techniques need to work on programs of size 1,000,000 LOC. Only 2 papers have demonstrated that the proposed techniques are able to satisfy such requirement.

**Research on ways to provide suitable debugging rationale is needed.** Among the papers that we investigate, there are only 2 papers proposing techniques that can offer some explicit rationales behind their recommendations in the form of graph-based bug signatures. However, more user studies are needed to check if these signatures are useful to help debugging. Future research should be devoted on designing more advanced fault localization techniques that can provide explicit and useful rationales to help practitioners debug better.

**Community-wide effort to integrate state-of-the-art fault localization techniques to popular IDEs is needed.** None of the papers investigated in our literature survey described integration to a popular IDE. There is a need for a community-wide effort to encourage the integration of state-of-the-art fault localization techniques to popular IDEs. Campos et al. [7] and Pastore et al. [32] have released Eclipse plugins that implement two existing fault localization techniques, i.e., [2] and [33], respectively. However, many latest techniques (including those analyzed in Section 4) have not been integrated to IDEs yet.

#### 5.2 Limitations

**Noisy Responses.** It is possible that some of our survey respondents do not understand fault localization or our questions well, and thus their responses may introduce noise to the data that we collect. To reduce this threat to validity, we drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level. We also drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level. We also drop respondents who are neither professional software engineers nor participants of open source projects, and whose job roles are none of these: software development, testing, and project management. We also drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level. We also drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level. We also drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level. We also drop responses by respondents who select the “I don’t understand” option, or declare to have “Poor” or “Very poor” English proficiency level.

**Training to improve the generalizability of our findings, we have surveyed 386 respondents from more than 30 countries across 5 continents working for various companies (including Microsoft, Google, Cisco, LinkedIn, ABB, Box.com, Huawei, Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services and many more) or contributing to open source projects hosted on GitHub, in various roles. Still, our findings may not generalize to represent the expectations of all software engineers. For example, practitioners who are not proficient in either English or Chinese are not represented in our survey.
Overall Expectation. We consider practitioners’ overall expectation for “all spectrum” of bug types. Practitioners’ expectations for a particular type of bugs (e.g., concurrency bugs) may differ. We also consider “all spectrum” of practitioners. In the future, we plan to collect, and even control for practitioners’ prior experience with automated debugging tools, or even automated test generation or automated bug finding tools. Such exposure, may bring down the expectations of users, while making them realize the utility of such tools.

Adoption Factors. We have only considered several factors that may affect the adoption of a fault localization technique: debugging data availability, preferred granularity level, success criterion, success rate, scalability, efficiency, ability to provide rationale, and IDE integration. There could be other factors that contribute to adoption that we have not investigated. We plan to consider these factors in a future study.

Willingness to Adopt vs. Actual Adoption. Our survey can only estimate practitioners’ willingness to adopt. Actual adoption is a complex process which involves not only individual attitudes (e.g., perceived usefulness) but also organizational support (e.g., training, incentives) and social influence (e.g., support by peers/colleagues) – e.g., [3, 20, 45]. Still, individual attitudes is one factor that leads to actual adoption and our survey measures such factor. When state-of-the-art fault localization techniques achieve practitioners’ perceived thresholds for adoption, it would be interesting to perform industrial studies to let practitioners use such techniques for a substantially long period of time (to overcome their resistance to change) and under various settings for a thorough evaluation, and collect further feedback.

6. RELATED WORK

Practitioners’ Perception, Expectation, and Activities: Lo et al. surveyed hundreds of practitioners in Microsoft on how they perceive the relevance of 517 papers published in ICSE and FSE in 2009-2014 [27]. They asked each respondent to rate 40 randomly selected papers by answering a question: “In your opinion, how important are the following pieces of research?” In this work, we focus on adoption rather than relevance, and fault localization rather than all software engineering studies. Since this study is focused rather than general, we can consider more in-depth questions on thresholds for adoption, and get more respondents to comment on one topic of interest.

P erscheid et al. studied debugging practice of professional software developers [34]. Different from them, we investigate what practitioners want for a future tool, rather than the current state-of-practice. In particular, our study estimates practitioners’ thresholds for adopting fault localization tools.

Empirical Study on Fault Localization: Ruthruff et al. investigated the effectiveness of a fault localization technique applied on spreadsheets [41]. Jones and Harrold performed an empirical study to evaluate Tarantula against four other fault localization techniques on programs from Siemens test suite [17]. Kochhar et al. presented a number of threats that researchers need to consider (e.g., misclassification, incorrect ground truths, etc.) when designing experiments to evaluate information-retrieval-based techniques [21].

Parnin and Orso [31] investigated the usability of a spectrum-based fault localization technique named Tarantula [17]. They performed a user study using a defect in a Tetris application and another defect in NANOXML. They observed how participants debug with and without Tarantula. The user study highlights that (1) absolute rank should be used as the evaluation metric, (2) the combination of search and ranking should be considered, (3) a complete ecosystem for debugging is needed, (4) more studies on how “richer information” can be used to help debugging is needed.

Wang et al. [48] investigated the usability of an information-retrieval based bug localization technique named BugLocator [60]. They analyzed what information in a bug report tends to produce good results, how their user study participants used information in bug reports, and whether the participants behaved differently when they use BugLocator than without it. In their user study using 8 bugs from SWT, they found that BugLocator is only useful if bug reports come “without rich, identifiable information” and bad bug localization outputs “harm developers’ performance”.

Our work extends and complements the above mentioned studies in several novel ways: first, we analyzed the expectations of 386 practitioners spread across more than 30 countries on the importance of research in fault localization and their willingness to adopt a fault localization technique; second, we investigated thresholds for adoption measured in terms of a number of factors; third, our findings shed new light to many research questions that were not considered before. Due to page limitation we cannot elaborate further.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fault localization is a popular area of research. In this work, we surveyed 386 practitioners from diverse backgrounds on their expectations on fault localization, which include their views on the importance of research in fault localization, and their thresholds for adopting it in their day-to-day work. We find that although practitioners are enthusiastic about research in fault localization, they have high thresholds for adoption. Practitioners expect a fault localization technique to satisfy some criteria in terms of debugging data availability, granularity level, trustworthiness (reliability), scalability, efficiency, ability to provide rationale, and IDE integration. We also compared capabilities of current state-of-research in fault localization with practitioner thresholds for adoption and identified discrepancies. These include the need to make state-of-the-art fault localization techniques more trustworthy, scalable, able to provide insightful rationales, and integrated to popular IDEs. Our study points to avenues for future work to make fault localization techniques well-adopted by practitioners.

In the future, we plan to develop fault localization techniques that can bring current state-of-research closer to the adoption thresholds that practitioners prescribe in this work. Our study also opens doors to other interesting questions that we plan to explore in the future, e.g., why practitioners prefer some of the coarser granularities? why more experienced developers are less enthusiastic on automated fault localization? how different are the expectations of open source and professional practitioners? it would be hard to answer all questions in one study since putting too many questions in one survey adversely impacts participation and response quality [19]. Also, the page limitation prevents us to perform and report additional analyses on our data. As another future work, we plan to replicate and expand our study to address its limitations, which are highlighted in Section 5.
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